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Multi-word expressions include a wide list of categories such as idiomatic expressions, proverbs, 
collocations, compound words, domain-specific terms, named entities.  According to Baldwin and 
Kim (2010) and (Sag, Baldwin, Bond, Copestake and Flickinger 2002), MWE are lexical items 
composed of several lexemes which display lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and/or statistical 
idiomaticity.  Idiomaticity  means  deviation  from  the  basic  properties  of  the  component  items: 
MWEs have various behaviours,  more or  less predictable  from the properties of the individual 
items. If some categories of MWEs present a high degree of fixedness in word order and their  
properties (idioms, domain specific terms), other categories such as collocations are more flexible 
(accepting modifiers, various senses according to context). These expressions are characterised by 
specific morpho-syntactic properties (preference for some determiners, numbers or genders), strong 
lexical preference (poser une question but  ask a question), specific syntactic behaviour and non-
compositional  sense  (Hausmann,  2004).  MWE  represent  major  difficulties  for  MT  systems 
(Hurskainen, 2008). Most of the MT systems fail to produce correct translations of MWE, while 
word-to-word translations are not appropriate and the sense is more or less compositional. Whatever 
the method adopted for translation (statistical, rule-based or example based), producing accurate 
MWE translation is still a challenge. 

We present an overview of the existing strategies used to handle MWE in different MT approaches. 
The use of external resources such as terminological databases, collocation dictionaries or list of 
named entities  might  improve the results  of  MT systems,  especially for  continuous MWE, but 
unfortunately  these  resources  are  often  incomplete  or  not  available  for  all  the  languages  or 
domains. 

According  to  the  different  approaches  to  MT  (rule-based,  statistical,  example-based,  hybrid) 
alternative strategies to cope with MWEs are used. In this paper, we present an overview of these 
strategies which are adopted in different stages of the MT process, again according to the different 
MT approaches, i.e. during the pre or post-processing, the alignment process, etc. Besides, different 
strategies  are  used  sometimes  to  process  and  translate   specific  categories  of  MWEs  (terms, 
compound words, NE etc.). Evaluation of MWE alignment and translation requires specific corpora 
annotating these phenomena.

SMT, which is nowadays the dominant approach in MT, uses, in general,  frequency criteria to 
identify  and  translate  MWE with  some  differences  in  the  identification  of  MWEs.  Some  MT 
systems identify MWE before starting the lexical alignment and the translation process (Lambert 
and Banchs, 2006).  Other systems include MWE alignment during the processing step (Melamed, 
1997).

More recently hybrid methods integrate  linguistic knowledge in SMT in order to overcome MWE 
mistranslations.  They use  context  properties  and statistical  methods  to  propose a  list  of  MWE 
candidates.  Statistical  systems  use  frequency criteria  to  identify  MWE expressions  which  is  a 
valuable  strategy  for  fixed  expressions.  Phrase-based  systems,  based  on  translation  tables 
containing n-grams,  might be completed with domain specific bilingual dictionaries (Wu et al, 
2008) but other approaches try to integrate syntactic and semantic structures (Chiang, 2005; Marcu 
et al., 2006; Zollmann & Venugopal, 2006), in order to obtain better translation results. 



In  SMT,  specific  attention  is  devoted  to  MWE alignment  strategies,  exploiting  linguistic  and 
contextual properties of MWE, or combining frequency criteria and morpho-syntactic properties. 
Linguistic rules using POS tags are designed to extract MWE from parallel corpora (Bouamor, et al, 
2012). MWE alignment is also based on existing simple alignment (Villada Moiron and Tiedemann, 
2006).According to their category, specific strategies might be applied to detect noun compounds, 
verb compounds or named entities. Domain-specific term identification methods could be applied to 
recognize terms (Dagan and Church, 1994), (Macken et al, 2008), (Kontonatsios, 2014). Some of 
these methods use the simple lexical alignment as a basis to build new alignments. 

Rule-based machine translation  systems adopt  lexical  approaches  to  identify contiguous MWE, 
using existing monolingual or bilingual dictionaries. The lexical approach is sometimes integrated 
by  compositional  ones,  in  which  specific  rules  handle  non-contiguous,  compositional  MWE: 
OpenLogos (Scott, 2003; Scott and Barreiro, 2009; Barreiro et al., 2011). 
Finally,  example  based systems  uses  examples  of  possible  translations  of  MWEs,  integrated  in 
many cases by linguistic rules (Franz et al. 2000), (Gangadharaiah and Balakrishnan, 2006). They 
use alignment to extract possible MWE alignments.  

(Bouamor  et al,  2012),  (Ren  et al.,  2009) show that the integration of various MWE detection 
strategies improves the quality of the MT system.  

To evaluate the performance of the MT systems, evaluation corpora containing MWE alignment 
should be build and specific evaluation strategies should be developed. Annotating MWE in parallel 
texts  involves  several  problems:  these  expressions  are  often  discontinuous.  Variability  in  the 
syntactic structure of these MWE expressions are often sources of ambiguities and of annotator 
disagreement.  Their  translation equivalents  might  be single words  but  also MWE. Most  of  the 
available  resources  contain  alignments  of  specific  collocation  classes,  for  specific  languages. 
(Ramisch  et al, 2013) builds evaluation corpora annotated by several human annotators for verb 
compounds for  English and French, while (Navlea, 2014) manually builds an evaluation corpora 
containing  aligned,  sometimes  discontinuous  verb+noun  collocations,  from  the  law  and 
administrative  domain,  available  for  French and Romanian.  (Barreiro  et  al,  2014)  propose  that 
comparative  evaluation  tasks  among  different  approaches  to  MWE  translation  require  the 
development of specific evaluation corpora for different types of MWEs. In this case, the translation 
performance of different approaches to each particular type of multiword unit would be adequately 
evaluated.  
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